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1.

INTRODUCTION

Industries and companies face continuous business optimization needs in order
to become more profitable and more competitive. Operational cost must
continuously be reduced and productivity must increase.
One of the major expenses in industrial plants, factories, airports, etc. is
reactive maintenance. It often includes a lack of communicating operational
and maintenance related policies and standard operating procedures (SOPs) to
employees on the ground.
What is the potential cost saving when a warning received from a system or
critical component is acted upon before it becomes a critical failure?
When updated policies or SOPs are immediately distributed to the operator at
the equipment, it can be implemented sooner rather than later!
Remote site maintenance personnel can be utilized more effectively and
efficiently at a main control centre rather than be less productive at a small
remote site. The correct resource can be dispatched from the main site to
attend to an equipment fault with the correct spares, thus reducing the travel
time, vehicle expense and down time of critical equipment.
The Distributed Ancillary Information Display (DAID) provides relevant
information where it is needed, when it is needed, in a control room at the
main plant or on a smart phone at home.
Critical information is distributed between sites and workstations.
Equipment status for connected equipment is immediately available at all sites
and all end-user devices.
SMS messaging can instantly inform personnel of critical equipment status
change.
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Figure 1-1: DAID Network Topology Concept
BACKGROUND

SAAB offers a user friendly, customizable server – client solution to distribute
critical documentation between managers, operators and maintenance
personnel at any time. System status information is continuously available to
all clients on the system, up to component level.
The DAID customisable human machine interface (HMI) caters for the needs of
any industry, sector or environment. High system redundancy ensures that
technical managers and operator section heads are continuously informed
about the status of equipment and systems, environmental conditions. It
includes a secure on-line text messaging service to receive and transmit quick
messages to individuals or groups.
Pro-active scheduled maintenance of equipment is enabled by the built-in
reports on equipment uptime (run time). Service level agreements can be
compared to actual downtime of systems or equipment through daily, weekly
or monthly reports.
Pro-active non-scheduled maintenance is enabled by immediate reaction to
automated system warnings, alarms or text messages when specific critical
components or systems experience problems.
The built-in recording capability records all equipment status and information
changes. The playback capability allows incident investigators to “replay”
situations to assist in determining root causes of incidents or systems failure .
The built –in simulation allows instructors to manipulate information and
equipment availability scenarios from a simulation supervisor workstation to
evaluate the reaction of operators or maintenance personnel in real time.

2.

DAID OVERVIEW
2.1 Features


Low cost of ownership: Commercial off the shelf (COTS) equipment is
used as far as possible for servers, client workstations and network
infrastructure. This allows businesses to monitor critical systems and
increase productivity at a significantly lower cost.



Customizable, user friendly HMI to meet unique customer
demands: The comprehensive user friendly HMI can be customized
around customer requirements on what information is needed when,
where, in what format and by whom.
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Role based access to selected system features. Role based system
access allows the DAID system owner to configure and control user
access to allow only the distribution and display of information that is
pertinent to the role being performed.



Web based remote access for off-site monitoring. Web base access
allows managers and maintenance teams to view or monitor the status
of equipment from any location with internet access. All the information
in the DAID is configurable for availability through the web interface
when required. Non-essential information is excluded if not required.



Centralized asset management. All connected equipment from
anywhere in the site, country, region or world, can be monitored from
one central point either on a portable device or on a large video wall.



Global view with drill down to single component. All connected
equipment and systems are monitored in a summary display, while drill
down pages allows for fault-finding up to component level, depending on
the level of detailed information available from specific equipment.



Built in recording and playback. All operator actions and automating
system status changes is recorded and centrally stored. Replay of
recordings for incident investigation or training takes place through the
human-machine-interface for easy interpretation. A feature is included in
the system that records any status changes and information displayed
on the system. The recorded information can be replayed to aid in
incident investigations.
o Simulation and training. The recorded information can be used
to simulate scenarios for training exercises, or specific scenarios
can be emulated to elicit specific responses from the trainee.
o The client HMI will indicate to the user that playback or simulation
mode is active with a red border around the main screen, to
prevent confusion between actual data and playback or simulated
data.
o Only predefined users will have playback capability.
o Training can be conducted with the system to evaluate user action
when equipment status changes or information changes.
o In simulator mode the instructor can change values or statuses on
the fly and evaluate user re-action.
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o A recording may be paused, stopped, forwarded or rewound at any
time.


Built in redundancy for guaranteed up-time. Multiple servers and
workstations per site provide redundancy for guaranteed system
availability.



Comprehensive training, support and services options. User and
technical training, combined with optional on-line or on-site system
support services provide our client with comprehensive system life cycle
support.



Automatic Report Generation. Reports can be generated for any
equipment connected to the system. A start and end date is specified for
the report, which can be exported as a .CSV file for easy manipulation
into the desired layout or format with Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Word.

Figure 2.1-2: Example of Reports Page

2.2 DAID Applications
The DAID system enables a flexible, scalable solution for centralised critical
information distribution and display in almost any industry. Critical information
is available in real time where it is needed, when it is needed, in the correct
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format, from management down to the machine operator on the shop floor.

2.2.1 Examples of typical DAID Applications
2.2.1.1

Mining Industry

Critical equipment components on a mine are centrally monitored to improve
productivity by pro-actively attending to equipment warnings and alarms and
minimize downtime.
Vehicles movement on the mine are tracked and monitored. The system
triggers alarms when vehicles operate “out of bound”, and indicate status
messages for stationary and moving vehicles, depending on the task at hand.
Equipment and assets on several dispersed mining sites are monitored from
one central main control centre.
High-resolution cameras connected to the system monitor activities, while
DAID simultaneously monitors the camera systems for alarms or failures.
Geographically distributed sensors display water levels, pressure, temperature,
flow control etc. at one central monitoring facility to enable pro-active
management decisions.

Figure 2.2.1.1-3: Typical Mining Site
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2.2.1.2

Petroleum Industry

Critical components and systems on a local site or from remote sites are
centrally monitored and displayed to all authorised clients on the DAID
network.
Monitoring and display can include:
 Environmental conditions
 Pressure sensors on pipelines to rapidly detect leaks and initiate timeous
repairs.
 Opening and closure of valves.
 Levels of water, fuel, or any other liquids.
 Access control to secure areas
 Integrated IP cameras for visual identification.
 Tracking and monitoring of inspection vehicles.
 Integrated weather information systems to monitor current weather
situations
 Weather maps to pro-actively plan activities according to forecasted
weather.

Figure 2.2.1.2-4: Typical Petroleum Plant

2.2.1.3

Air Traffic Control Services

Ground base equipment information is critical for Air Traffic Control Services.
Information from runway sensors such as weather stations has a direct impact
on the ability to effectively perform Air traffic management.
The DAID system integrates all weather information systems and displays real
time weather information to the Air Traffic Controller (ATC) when and where it
is required, in the required format.
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The status of critical equipment such as Radios, Radar, ILS, VOR, DME, etc.is
displayed in real time to the ATC. Each type of user on an airport requires
information in a different format. The ATC user may prefer a real time weather
display as default, while the chief technical manager may opt for and overview
of the weather equipment status.
The DAID system provides an interface to the AFTN for METAR/SPECI and
SIGMET information for any area that is of interest to the specific airport.
The flexible multi-site multi server functionality of the DAID system allows for
centralised monitoring of critical equipment at unmanned airports. It
eliminates the need for permanent maintenance teams located at remote
sites. With the DAID central monitoring capability resources may be stationed
at the main airport and only dispatched to unmanned airports when required,
with the correct replacement components and tools. This improves resource
efficiency and lowers the cost of maintaining equipment.

Figure 2.2.1.3-5: Example of Weather Information Display
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Figure 2.2.1.3-6: Example of Equipment Overview Display

2.2.1.4

Weather Services

The DAID is ideally suited for monitoring remote weather stations in a region or
country from one central facility.
Remote weather stations are usually installed in rural areas and exposed harsh
environment conditions as well as possible criminal activities.
The DAID system enables the system owner to monitor weather stations
remotely 24/7.
Typical monitoring includes:


Health of different weather station components (temperature sensor,
pressure sensor, information logger, standby battery etc.)



UPS








Communications links between weather station and main site
Main Server status
WAN equipment status
Access Control
IP Cameras
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Figure 2.2.1.4-7: Example of remote Weather Station

Typical weather information displayed on the DAID system includes:


Real
o
o
o
o
o
o

time weather information
Wind speed and direction
Barometric pressure
Temperature
Dew point
Humidity
Etc.



Weather Maps



METAR/SPECI
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Figure 2.2.1.4-8: Example of Weather Map

2.2.1.5
Health and Utilisation Monitoring
System (HUMS)
The DAID systems can be utilised as a HUMS system in any industry.
Equipment rooms, storage areas, standby power facilities etc. normally house
critical equipment required for continued operations. These need to be
monitored 24/7. Pro-actively attending to potential problems and rectifying
faults could timeously prevent a complete system failure or ultimate disaster.
Example of health, utilization and status monitoring include:
 Critical Servers
 19” Racks (to prevent tampering to critical equipment)
 Network Equipment
 Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)
 Standby Power (Generators)
 Facility Access
 Environmental conditions such as Temperature, Pressure, Water Levels,
Smoke Detections, Humidity, Power usage, Air Flow
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Figure 2.2.1.5-9: Examples of Health
and Utilization Monitoring.

3.

Figure 2.2.1.5-10: Example of Health and Utilization
Monitoring Display for a Generator.

DAID Technology Overview

The DAID system makes use of a server-client architecture with TCP/IP
connections between local servers and clients, as well as between servers in
the main centre and servers at remote sites.
Equipment and 3rd party systems are connected to the DAID server via various
interfaces and protocols. The DAID servers process all incoming information
and forward it to the client for display. When a user selects specific equipment
on specific site to view the status, the client subscribes to the relevant site
server. Information for the specific equipment is retrieved and forwarded to
the workstation where the request originated.

3.1 Interfaces
The DAID system is designed to be flexible and customizable, allowing
individual customers to have a solution tailored to specific needs.
The DAID system makes provision but is not limited to the following interfaces:






TCP/IP connections to interface directly to a 3rd party application (API’s)
TCP/IP connections to allow SNMP traffic between DAID and 3rd party
systems.
Serial (RS232)
Modbus (RS485)
ProfiBus
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Dry Contacts (Digital I/O)
Etc.

3.2 Platform Characteristics
The DAID system is optimised for 64Bit Microsoft Windows operating systems,
with Microsoft Access for configuration data and PostgreSQL as preferred
solutions for equipment status and information storage and retrieval.
The DAID application (server and client) can be installed on any 64 bit
hardware platform with a Microsoft Operating System.
The Server Hardware platform included a RAID 5 configuration for safe storage
and retrieval of data.
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